
Windows Replacement at ODC 

U.S. EMBASSY ATHENS, GREECE 

 

Site Visit Attendees 

 

 

Name/Company: 

Andreas Athanasopoulos/Pyramis SA 

Konstantina Tourlida/Pyramis SA 

Stefanos Kotsolis/Techniki Kotsolis SA 

Giannis Loulis/Techniki Kotsolis SA 

Charalampos Arvanitis/ARTEC LTD 

George Dalimaras/ARTEC LTD 

Apostolos Mylonas/MPA Domus 

Andreas Kasapakis/Exalco – Arpa Logisitcs  

Christos Chrisohoou/ Rodakis - Kokolias 

  

Embassy Staff: 

SFC Stephanie Johnson 

Themistoklis Terezakis 

George Dimitrokallis 

 

 

QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS 

(Site Visit held on September 5, 2018) 

 

Q1.  The five (5) windows of the Ground floor Conference Room will not be replaced. Please 

confirm. 

A1.  The windows on the ground floor with bars will not be replaced. 

 

Q2.  The Security Grilles of the Ground floor are not removable and the window replacement will 

be executed from the inside. Please confirm. 

A2.  Yes. 

 

Q3.  Is the Defense Base Act (DBA) Insurance mandatory for this Project? 

A3.  Yes, The DBA Insurance is mandatory. 

 

Q4.  Is it acceptable that the Mylar (page 31 of Scope of Work) to be placed between two 4mm 

glasses (triplex) on the inside side of windows then the gap and then the Energy Efficient 4mm glass 

on the exterior side? 

A4.  Yes, please see Q10. 

 

Q5.  According to paragraph 3.B.2.3 of the Statement of Work, the Mylar film is Government 

Supplied Equipment (GFE).  Therefore, Mylar film will be supplied by the Government to be 

installed by the contractor. Please confirm. 

A5.  The Government will not supply the Mylar Film.  The offeror must include its cost. 

 

Q6.  According to paragraph 3.B.2.3 of the Statement of Work, the contractor shall provide 6mm 

double tinted float colored glazing, fly screens and all other accessories and fittings. There are no 

fly screens in existing openings. Shall we provide any fly screens and where?   

A6.  No fly screens are required. The Statement of Work will be amended to remove it. 



Q7.  According to paragraph 3.B.2.3 of the Statement of Work, the minimum clear opening 

dimensions of each pane, is 12 inches (300 mm) wide and 24 inches (600 mm) tall. The contractor is 

responsible to demolish the walls to meet the requirements of the windows height and width, patch 

and paint. In some cases (basement windows armed with exterior security grills) existing dimension 

is 530mm tall. Shall we demolish the wall to adjust the new window to minimum dimension or, 

given that these openings cannot be used as a safety exit in case of an emergency (as they are armed 

with exterior security grills), dimensions will be kept as are?  

A7.  Based on the current dimensions you recorded for each windows, please keep the same dimensions 

and refer to the attached document named ALVIO, Custom Made Aluminum Systems. 

 

Q8.  According to paragraph 3.B.2.2 of the Statement of Work, the Painting Work shall be required 

for surfaces of exterior and interior window grills. Please confirm that above painting works should 

be included in our offer.  

A8.  Yes, the cost for the restoration of all areas affected by the works should be included in the offer. 

 

Q9.  What kind of glass will be placed in the windows? 

A9.  The glass should be 4mm Planistar Evo Argon 5mm Clear or of similar characteristics.  The offeror 

should provide the technical information of the proposed glass. 

 

Q10.  Will the safety membrane Mylar be used or will be replaced by triplex? 

A10.  Please see A4. 

 

Q11.  What thickness will the window panes have? 

A11.  These are measurements each vendor should have recorded during visit.  The awardee will have 

the opportunity to take the actual measurement after the contract award. 

 

Q12.  Will have only the outer glasses bronze colour? 

A12.  Stay with current colour, clear. 

 

Q13.  What kind of material (brick or plasterboard) is the overhead that hides the upper part of the 

window internally? 

 

 
A13.  Concrete and blocks. 

 


